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Creating a virtual marketplace for client relationship managers 
 

Client Sector Project Mgmt Location Team Members Location 
Credit Suisse AG Finance Industry Switzerland Switzerland, London, USA, 

APAC - 10 people 

 
Outset 
Client relationship managers face the challenge of continuously providing new products and 
services to their clients. In order to respond to these needs, the idea of a virtual market place arose 
making alternative investment opportunities centrally accessible, thus linking potential buyers and 
sellers within the bank. 

Responsibility Christopher Schmidt 
Overall project management, strategic basic concept, budget responsibility, liaising with the 
responsible legal representatives on a global scale to ensure compliance with all legal provisions, 
coordination and planning of professional/technical implementation, definition and implementation of 
all necessary communication measures and marketing activities, global coordination of the internal 
parties involved, leading a project team of internal and external employees across many different 
countries. 

Final Product 
Implementation of an internal virtual marketplace as web application, enabling client relationship 
managers and clients to access exclusive investment opportunities with the objective of pairing 
supply and demand for direct investments, equity investments, real estate investments and 
succession planning. 

Outcome 
The success of the virtual marketplace speaks for itself. Assets under management were retained 
and additional net new assets were generated. A variety of financing was performed for existing 
clients and several new clients were acquired. Above all the entire clientele was provided with a 
service which hitherto was unknown to the financial market. 
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Setup of a global Social Media Competence Center 
 

Client Sector Project Mgmt Location Team Members Location 
Credit Suisse AG Finance Industry Switzerland Switzerland, UK, USA, Poland 

-  15-20 people 
 
Outset 
Topics such as social media and social business are also of relevance to the finance industry. 
Lacking was an internal central unit (social media competence center) which would coordinate all 
social media activities within the company, ensuring that all business units would use social media 
properly within the scope of marketing communication. 

Responsibility Christopher Schmidt 
Project management, strategic basic concept, process definition, budget responsibility, legal 
clarification, coordination of all internal parties involved, co-designing the platform strategy and 
global establishment of a social media competence center, leading a project team of internal and 
external employees across many different countries. 

Final Product 
Setup and launch of a so called social media competence center, which serves as central point of 
contact and which supports all departments and regions concerning all social media activity. 
Providing guidance and advice on all issues related to social media, supplying operational support, 
coordinating with the legal departments which need to be involved, training of employees regarding 
the proper use and communication, handling inquiries regarding social media monitoring and other 
social media activities. 

Outcome 
All social media inquiries are dealt with centrally, thus competition between different units is 
avoided, the entire communication occurs within the legal framework of the finance industry, 
reputational risks are avoided and social media is actively used by the departments and regions 
who are interested. 
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Evaluation of a Social Media Compliance Software 
 

Client Sector Project Mgmt Location Team Members Location 
Credit Suisse AG Finance Industry Switzerland Switzerland, UK, USA, APAC, 

Poland - 15 people 

 
Outset 
When it comes to communicating with existing/potential or other stakeholders, financial institutions 
are subject to clear legal requirements. Any business related communication either between clients 
or with a client must be filed. Meaning that the use of a so called social media compliance software 
is required, which on the one hand files communications and on the other hand includes approval 
processes yet at the same time controlling all access to social media platforms. 

Responsibility Christopher Schmidt 
Project management, coordination of the entire product evaluation (software), involvement of the 
appropriate technical and legal departments, global requirements analysis of the departments 
concerned, specification of the entire onboarding process of new social media presence, 
communication process and global launch, leading a project team of internal and external 
employees across many countries. 

Final Product 
As part of the product evaluation, three potential providers were assessed according to a set of 
criteria. The final product had to be implemented into the existing infrastructure, all technical and 
business related aspects were evaluated and eventually rolled out worldwide. 

Outcome 
Nowadays any social media communication within the bank occurs over the implemented software, 
hence fulfilling all legal requirements. In the eventuality of a lawsuit the required communication can 
be extracted, the bank therefore complies with all legal requirements. Communications which are 
non-conforming to the specifications can be blocked by the software, hence avoiding a potential 
reputational risk. 
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 Evaluation of a Social Media Compliance Software 

	  
Outset 
Social networks and platforms are becoming an increasingly important part of any business’s 
marketing the same goes for the finance industry. Greater clarity on topics, discussions and daily 
news are key elements to a better understanding of clients. A social media monitoring software 
helps determine what influences markets and contacts, consequently influencing the products, 
services and reputation of a company. 

Responsibility Christopher Schmidt 
Project management, coordination of the entire product evaluation (software), involvement of the 
appropriate technical and legal departments, global requirements analysis with the departments 
concerned, specification of entire monitoring process, communication process and global launch, 
leading a project team of internal and external employees across many different countries. 

Final Product 
As part of the product evaluation three potential social media monitoring software providers were 
assessed according to a set of criteria. The final product (Sysomos by Marketwire) had to be 
integrated into the existing infrastructure, all technical and business relevant aspects were evaluated 
and eventually rolled out on a global scale. 
 
Outcome 
Nowadays, as a direct result of the software implementation, topics such as – branding, monitoring 
effectiveness of marketing campaigns on social media channels, competition monitoring, early 
detection of potential reputational risks – can be better influenced and scrutinized respectively.	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

 

 

 

 

 

Client	   Sector	   Project	  Mgmt	  Location	   Team	  Members	  Location	  
Credit	  Suisse	  AG	   Finance	  Industry	   Switzerland	   Switzerland,	  UK,	  USA,	  APAC,	  

Poland	  -‐	  15	  people	  
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Overall responsibility Intranet-Search  

 
Outset 
Replacement of existing intranet search using a new search technology aiming to improve user 
friendliness and retrievability of existing content, to index/integrate additional data areas in 
accordance with the respective access permissions. 

Responsibility Christopher Schmidt 
Strategic basic concept, requirements analysis concerning technical/business-related/legal needs, 
detailed specification of the client requirements gathering, implementation of all requirements 
together with an external provider, preparation and implementation of global launch, communication 
concept for the establishment of the new intranet search, budget responsibility and leading a global 
project team of internal and external employees, operational responsibility after launch. 

Final Product 
Replacement of the internal search based on Google with a new search technology based on FAST 
Search (SharePoint). Compliance with legal requirements that local content is only indexed locally 
and to display the search result  to people with the respective access permission. 

Outcome 
Today more than 24 million documents and content are indexed through this new search and is 
accessible to over 45‘000 employees worldwide, containing an individual search results hit list and 
a personalized search interface. 

 

 
 

Client Sector Project Mgmt Location Team Members Location 
Credit Suisse AG Finance Industry Switzerland Switzerland, Germany, USA, 

APAC, Poland - 20 people 
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Setup of a Search Competence Center  

 
Outset 
All activities encompassing internal or external search and the retrievability of bank relevant content 
in external search engines was decentralized and coordinated autonomously. The growing 
importance of online channels for the finance industry had to be taken into account, with the aim of 
easily retrieving products and services on the Internet and intranet. 

Responsibility Christopher Schmidt 
Project management, strategic basic concept, process definition, budget responsibility, legal 
clarifications, coordination of all internal parties involved, co-design of a platform strategy and global 
establishment of a search competence center, development of manuals for employees, operational 
responsibility of an international team. 

Final Product 
Any action concerning improving retrievability of content is nowadays coordinated by a so called 
search competence center. From an internal point of view all departments are being supported in 
order to prepare their content in a search engine optimized manner so that they achieve a good 
listing among the search results. Assistance (search engine optimization and marketing) is likewise 
offered for all content which is available to the outside world, hence accessible via Internet. 

Outcome 
Existing and newly created content is easily retrievable in internal as well as external search 
engines, hence boosting the number of visitors to the company’s website and eventually having a 
positive impact on the company’s business volume. An employee’s time spent on the intranet to 
retrieve relevant information has decreased, plus the relevance of found content has increased. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Client Sector Project Mgmt Location Team	  Members	  Location 
Credit Suisse AG Finance Industry Switzerland Switzerland, Germany, USA, 

APAC, Poland - 20 people 
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Produktfilm Uhrenfamilie „Ingenieur“  

 
Outset 
Each year IWC Schaffhausen hand-picks a watch family for a complete overhaul. A product film 
forms part of the launch, highlighting the product characteristics of the “Ingenieur” watch family as 
well as the collaboration with Mercedes AMG and supporting the entire sales process. 

Responsibility Christopher Schmidt 
Overall project management, budget responsibility, account management and client relationship 
management, concept design and coordination with external partners, sound design with an 
external provider, coordination of involved departments such as design, text and consulting. 

Final Product 
The product film was based on the concept „earth“ and was divided into four specific chapters 
(concept, decision, power and challenge) of approximately four minutes duration, emphasizing the 
watch’s strengths and functionalities. The product film formed a fundamental part of the entire brand 
communication, it was placed with and used by various sales and communication channels (POS, 
Print, PR, etc.). 

Outcome 
Apart from the aforementioned communication channels the product film was premiered at the 
“Salon International de la Haute Horlogerie” in Geneva. The video was embedded into IWC’s 
website, was used in point of sales, DVD’s and in the training program for IWC merchants. The 
product film generated many views per month on IWC’s website. In addition the project was 
honored several times at international levels receiving the Final Certificate, London International 
Advertising Awards (2006) and a Medal at the New York Film Festival (2006).  

 

  

 

 
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	   	  

Client Sector Project Mgmt Location Team Members Location 
IWC Schaffhausen Watch Industry Switzerland Switzerland - 10 People 
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 Product film „Da Vinci“ watch family 

 
Outset 
In 2007 IWC launched the “Da Vinci Perpetual Calendar Edition Kurt Klaus” and the “Da Vinci 
Automatic”. Inspired by the grand genius, IWC developed the new watches emphasizing the skills 
and uniqueness of Leonardo da Vinci.  

Responsibility Christopher Schmidt 
Overall project management, budget responsibility, account management and client relationship 
management, concept design and coordination with external partners, sound design with an external 
provider, coordination of involved departments design, text and consulting. 

Final Product 
The product film’s concept was “Sketch” and was of approximately 4 minutes duration. It was based 
on the spirit and intellect of the genius Leonardo Da Vinci. A connection between the works of IWC 
and Leonardo da Vinci was established by drawing a story line full of sketches and drawings 
evolving into perfectly built constructions – into a perfectly built watch. The result was a “ballet” of 
high tech animations hand-drawn sheets and paintings underlined by atmospheric sounds. The 
product film was a fundamental part of the entire brand communication and was placed on various 
sales and communication channels (POS, Print, PR, etc.). 

Outcome 
Again the film celebrated its first screening at the “Salon International de la Haute Horlogerie” in 
Geneva. The product film was embedded into IWC’s website, generating many views per month, 
was used in point of sales, DVD’s and in the training program for IWC merchants. The product film 
received multiple international awards and nominations. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Client Sector Project Mgmt Location Team Members Location 
IWC Schaffhausen Watch Industry Switzerland Switzerland - 10 People 
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 Online launch of the play Leo & Lisa 

 
Outset 
In 2007 Leo & Lisa, a short stage play produced and performed by Academy Award-winning actors 
Kevin Spacey and Thandie Newton had its world première at the “Salon International de la Haute 
Horlogerie” in Geneva. The play was filmed on location and at a later stage distributed via the 
Internet and other digital media to the general public.  

Responsibility Christopher Schmidt 
Overall project management, conception, implementation and launch on a global scale. 
Responsible for coordinating all parties involved such as internal departments and external partner 
companies. A big challenge was to forgo the usual marketing measures (print, online-
advertisement, etc.), due to contractual reasons solely PR, panels and Internet blogs were 
permitted. 

Final Product 
Establishing a product specific microsite and presentation of the stage play using modern streaming 
technology. A website forms an integral part of further offline activity. By means of a global PR 
campaign and a newsletter, potential visitors were invited to watch the stage play on the Internet. 

Outcome 
The project had an enormous PR effect both at national and international level, several blogs picked 
up on the “Leo & Lisa” stage play, wrote about it boosting the brand’s awareness and the brand’s 
image. Over 150’000 views were generated on IWC’s website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Client Sector Project Mgmt Location Team Members Location 
IWC Schaffhausen Watch Industry Switzerland Switzerland - 10 People 
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Brand repositioning and integrated campaign 
 

Client Sector Project Mgmt Location Team Members Location 
Interhome (german 
market) 

Travel Industry Switzerland Switzerland, Germany, Spain 
- 30 people 

 
Outset 
Interhome, a travel agency providing the rental of holiday homes and apartments, underwent a 
repositioning. The aim was to achieve a change in consumer’s perception, addressing them with 
current product offerings by commissioning a national offline and online-campaign. 

Responsibility Christopher Schmidt 
Overall project management, workshop preparation and presentation, coordination of external 
providers and internal departments for the photo shoot in Portugal, a total of 30 people were 
involved. 

Final Product 
The campaign photos emphasized the advantages of holiday homes and apartments presenting 
them in a consistent manner. 

Outcome 
Within the concept of strategic communication various means of online and offline advertising were 
defined/created and placed accordingly in national print-/ and online media. The repositioning of 
Interhome was a great success which resulted in an increase of bookings and managed to improve 
the brands image. 
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Product launch „sunrise web phone“ 
 

Client Sector Project Mgmt Location Team Members Location 
Sunrise TDC Telecommunication Switzerland Switzerland - 30 people 

 

Outset 
Support the launch of a new product (Sunrise web phone) by means of an online campaign. The 
product must be made available to the general public; the topic VOIP (voice over IP) must be 
clearly communicated in order to achieve a reasonable PR effect.  

Responsibility Christopher Schmidt 
Project responsibility, concept development through to the actual implementation of the project 
(lasting four months). Practical media work and coordination, partner selection, technical concept 
and overall coordination of all parties involved, be they internal or external. Simultaneously a 
comprehensive team worked on the project, external providers, internal and external stakeholders 
needed convincing, to embark on the first ever world record attempt at the longest phone 
conversation over the Internet (sunrise web phone world record).  

Final Product 
Potential candidates were selected in a public casting finally narrowing the field to two candidates. 
Each of the two was put in a glass cube at Zurich and Berne main station respectively, where 
Sunrise staged their web phone world record using modern Internet telephony (VOIP). The world 
record attempt was live streamed on the Internet; video and audio signals were accessible on the 
appropriate website (www.sunrise-webphone.ch). People interested were given the opportunity to 
propose conversation topics online. The communication of the project was made using the following 
tools: advertisements, PR, websites, Internet blogs, newsletters, direct mailing, text messages as 
well as coverage in Sunrise’s customer magazine. The result was a fully integrated campaign 
linking online and offline channels. 

Outcome 
The project generated a huge media effect. Every Sunrise client was informed, print and online 
media regularly covered the event. 600’000 contacts were generated on-site, on day one 10’000 
visitors were recorded on the company’s website, 650 users were simultaneously online, 3’200 
conversation topics were proposed and more than 3’600 hours live coverage generated. The project 
was awarded a silver medal at the New York Film Festival and received the Swiss Xaver Award 
(2007) in Switzerland for best public event (2007). 
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Online campaigns, direct mailings, outdoor advertisement 
 

Client Sector Project Mgmt Location Team Members Location 
Sunrise TDC Telecommunication Switzerland Switzerland - 10 people 

 
Outset 
Promoting various products for the product lines Sunrise ADSL, Sunrise Fixed and Sunrise Mobile. 
Integration of offline-/ and online communication channels. 

Responsibility Christopher Schmidt 
Overall account management, media planning, negotiations with external partner, coordination of all 
internal parties involved (design, text, information technology, consulting). 

Final Product 
Development of a communication strategy for the use of various communication means. Direct 
mailings were implemented for the offline-communication, as a complementary support to the online 
activities. Successful implementation of a new form of communication, such as the use of 
billboards, where people were able to phone directly and free of charge, thus highlighting one of the 
products characteristics and bringing it to life for clients. 

Outcome 
All integrated campaigns made a substantial contribution to the acquisition of new Sunrise clients, 
this being in a highly competitive telecommunications market. All activities supported the additional 
media channels such as TV, print and billboard advertisement.  

 

 

 

 

 


